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Bond-order potential for molybdenum: Application to dislocation behavior
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The bond-order potential~BOP! for transition metals is a real-space semiempirical description of interactions
between the atoms, which is based on the tight-binding approximation and thed-band model. This scheme
provides a direct bridge between the electronic level modeling and the atomistic modeling, where the electronic
degrees of freedom have been coarse grained into many-body interatomic potentials. In this paper we construct
BOP in which both the attractive and the repulsive contributions to the binding energy are environmentally
dependent due to both the nonorthogonality of the orbitals and the breathing of the screening charges. The
construction of the BOP is described and tested in detail. First, the energies of alternative crystal structures
~A15, fcc, hcp, simple cubic! are calculated and compared with those evaluatedab initio. The transferability of
the BOP to atomic configurations that deviate significantly from the bcc lattice is studied by computing the
energies along tetragonal, trigonal, and hexagonal transformation paths. Next, the phonon spectra are evaluated
for several symmetrical crystallographic directions and compared with available experiments. All these calcu-
lations highlight the importance of directional bonding and the investigation of phonons demonstrates that the
environmental dependence of the bond integrals is crucial for the phonons of theN branch not to be unphysi-
cally soft. Finally, the constructed BOP was applied in the modeling of the core structure and glide of the
1/2̂ 111& screw dislocation. The calculated structure of the core agrees excellently with that found in the recent
ab initio calculations and the observed glide behavior not only agrees with availableab initio data but is in
agreement with many experimental observations and explains the primary reason for the breakdown of the
Schmid law in bcc metals.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.094115 PACS number~s!: 61.72.Bb, 71.15.Nc, 71.20.Be, 62.25.1g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many physical properties of crystalline materials, in p
ticular their mechanical behavior, are controlled by crys
defects, such as point defects, dislocations, grain bounda
and other interfaces. Frequently, the atomic structure of th
defects plays a critical role. For example, it is now accep
that dislocation core phenomena in materials with structu
more complex than close-packed fcc often bring about un
pected deformation modes, strong and unusual depende
of the flow stress on temperature, strain rate, and orienta
of the crystal with respect to the loading axes~for reviews
see, e.g., Refs. 1–3!. The bcc transition metals, includin
iron at ambient and low temperatures, and their alloys w
the first materials in which such effects have been recogn
and systematically studied~for reviews see Refs. 4–8!. The-
oretical treatment of such complex phenomena and rel
structures of extended defects is very demanding and it is
atomic-level computer modeling that is the most promis
approach in such research.

The principal precursor of all atomic-level studies, in p
ticular those involving systems composed of a large num
of atoms that do not form an ideal lattice, is a reliable d
scription of atomic interactions. The state-of-the-art fir
principles methods based on the density-functional the
~DFT!, which require only a few fundamental physical co
stants as input, provide such a description most relia
However, these rigorous calculations are limited either
ideal structures without any defects or to studies of perio
arrays of very closely spaced defects, owing to the appl
tion of periodic boundary conditions and feasible block siz
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that contain couple of hundred of atoms. Studies of large
complex systems require approximations and simplificati
when describing atomic interactions that may, howev
obliterate some important features of bonding. For this r
son, the most challenging aspect of materials modeling is
choice of the description of atomic interactions that correc
and with sufficient accuracy reflects the physics of bond
in any specific case, while at the same time it is compu
tionally treatable for large systems of particles.

In the last decade the most commonly used have b
central-force many-body potentials,9 in particular the
embedded-atom method10,11 and Finnis-Sinclair poten-
tials.12,13 These schemes are very good approximations
simple and noble metals in which the bonding is alm
nearly free-electron-like~NFE!.

However, in transition metals and intermetallic com
pounds based on transition metals, which are materials
are important in both structural and function
applications,14–18the bonding has a mixed NFE and covale
character. Indeed, it has been established a long time ago
it is the filling of thed band that controls the cohesion an
hence the particular ground-state structure which a transi
metal takes.19,20 This bonding which is mediated by thed
electrons is covalent in character. In particular, such cova
bonding is shown to be strongest for bcc transition metals
groups V and VI of the periodic table, i.e., in the transitio
metals with thed band about half filled. This aspect of bond
ing is even more important in transition-metal based interm
tallic alloys, such as TiAl or MoSi2, where strong directiona
p-d bonds are formed between thesd-valent transition met-
als andsp-valent elements.21–24
©2004 The American Physical Society15-1
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Nonetheless, central-force potentials of the Finnis-Sinc
type have been constructed for elemental bcc transi
metals25 and used, for example, in studies of dislocati
cores.26,27 These calculations, together with earlier stud
that employed pair potentials~for reviews see Refs. 28 an
7!, detected a number of general features of dislocation c
and their response to applied stresses that can be expec
all materials with the bcc lattice. However, such simple mo
els of atomic interactions fail to identify subtle differences
properties of specific materials. This has been demonstr
most tenaciously by recentab initio calculations of the struc
ture of the core of screw dislocations in molybdenum29 that
revealed a different type of the dislocation core than cal
lations employing Finnis-Sinclair-type potentials.26,27As will
be discussed in more detail in Sec. V of this paper, t
discord is most likely a consequence of the neglect of
directional character of covalent bonding in the latter cas

Various approximate schemes that include noncen
forces have been advanced in recent years. They range
empirical modified embedded-atom method30 to the ap-
proach based on perturbation expansions employed in
framework of first-principles generalized pseudopoten
theory.31,32 In this paper, we focus on the many-atom bon
order potentials~BOP’s! that give an exact representation
the bond energy within the chemically intuitive tight-bindin
~TB! approximation to the quantum-mechanical electro
structure33–35 and retain thus the angular character of bon
ing. This method, using an orthogonal TB basis and tw
center bond integrals has been implemented in the Ox
order-N ~OXON! package.36 The BOP’s provide a direc
bridge between the electronic level modeling, with its f
treatment of the electronic degrees of freedom, and the
mistic modeling, where the electronic degrees of freed
have been coarse grained into many-body interatomic po
tials. Apart from the quantum-mechanical character, ano
significant advantage of BOP’s is that modeling of extend
defects, which requires a large number of atoms, can be
formed in real space. This broadens the range of solva
problems and avoids using periodic boundary conditio
necessary ink space methods. Within this BOP scheme,
Hellmann-Feynman theorem can be used to evaluate fo
on the atoms and the computational effort scales line
with the number of atoms in the system, decreasing t
dramatically the computational time. These potentials h
now been developed for Ti~Refs. 37 and 38! and Ti-Al
alloys.39 Their application led to an explanation of the pre
erence for prism slip in titanium and gives a prediction
energies of stacking-fault-like defects and dislocation c
structures that agree with experimental measurements anab
initio calculations in TiAl.

Despite the above-mentioned successes, the BOP’s
suffer from general uncertainty, common to all parametriz
TB schemes: How to choose in the most confident and r
able way the semiempirical bond integrals40 that enter the
method. In particular, it is of primary importance that t
dependence of these integrals on separation of atoms
bond angles is transferable to varying environments. It
been recognized recently that for the orthogonal TB mode
be robust and transferable to different situations, the tw
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center bond integrals have to be environment dependent.41–46

While a purely empirical treatment of this dependence
possible, it may lead to introduction of such a large num
of fitting parameters that the application of an environme
tally dependent TB method becomes an overwhelming ta
in particular for multicomponent systems.

In this paper we avoid this problem by using analy
expression for the environmental dependence of the tig
binding bond integrals that we derived recently.47 These ex-
pressions were obtained by starting from a nonorthogo
tight-binding representation and using BOP methodology
invert the overlap matrix.48,49 The resultant two-center bon
integrals are explicitly dependent on the local environm
not only through the bond lengths or distance but a
through the bond angles via a so-called screening funct
We will see that these analytic expressions may be fitted
reproduce accurately the values of the screened bond
grals that are obtained numerically from the tight-bindi
linearized-muffin-tin-orbitals~TB-LMTO! theory.50 We will
demonstrate that the inclusion of this screening function
critical for modeling bcc Mo because in this case seco
nearest neighbors play an important role unlike the case
close-packed Ti and TiAl which had been consider
previously.37–39

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we revie
the theoretical background of BOP’s and discuss spec
implementation of the analytic screened bond integrals i
the BOP scheme. Then in Sec. III we apply this approach
the construction of screened bond-order potentials for
Mo. Testing of these potentials that comprises calculation
structural energy differences, deformation paths transform
the bcc lattice to other structures, vacancy formation en
gies, and calculation of phonon spectra is presented in
IV. Results of these calculations are compared with availa
DFT-based calculations and/or experiments. In order to
sess the importance of the screening, we also provide a c
parison with predictions of a bond-order potential witho
the screening of the bond integrals~labeled as BOP0). In
Sec. V we apply the constructed BOP in the study of the c
structure and glide of screw dislocations in Mo. This i
volves investigation of the effect of applied shear stres
and analysis of the results in terms ofg surfaces3 and in-
cludes comparison with recentab initio calculations.29,51Pre-
liminary results have been published in Refs. 52 and
Finally, Sec. VI summarizes the most important aspects
the BOP for bcc Mo and discusses their applicability
large-scale atomistic studies.

II. BOND-ORDER POTENTIAL FORMALISM

Following recent detailed description of the bond-ord
potential formalism,37–39,54 based on the TB bond
model,20,34,55 the binding energy of transition metals an
their alloys can be written as

U5Ubond1Uenv1Upair . ~1!

Ubond is the attractive bond energy,Uenv is the repulsive
environmentally dependent contribution that originates fr
the strong core repulsion which the valencesp electrons ex-
5-2
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FIG. 1. Radial dependencies ofdds, ddp,
and ddd bond integrals. Circles: Values calcu
lated using TB-LMTO for the first- and second
nearest neighbors in bcc Mo with varying lattic
parameter. Dashed curves: unscreened bond i
grals. Full curves: screened bond integrals.
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perience in transition metals and their alloys,56,57 andUpair
is the usual pairwise contribution arising from the overl
repulsion and electrostatic interaction between the atom58

Within the two-center, orthogonal TB model the bond ene
can be considered as a sum of contributions from individ
i 2 j bonds,Ubond

i j , so that

Ubond5
1

2 (
i , j Þ i

Ubond
i j , ~2!

where

Ubond
i j 5(

ab
2Hia, j bQ j b,ia . ~3!

The prefactor 2 accounts for spin degeneracy andHia, j b and
Q j b,ia are the Hamiltonian and bond-order matrix elemen
respectively, which are associated with individual bondi
2 j and corresponding atomic orbitalsa andb. The Hamil-
tonian matrix elementsHia, j b are defined in terms of the
usual two-center Slater-Koster bond integrals.40 The bond-
order matrix elementQ ia, j b is defined as one-half of th
difference between the number of electrons in the bond
stateu1&5(1/A2)(u ia&1u j b&) compared to the antibondin
stateu2&5(1/A2)(u ia&2u j b&).

The bond integralsdds, ddp, andddd that enter the TB
Hamiltonian are fitted to the values which are obtained fr
first-principles TB-LMTO.47,50,59 These are plotted for the
first- and second-nearest neighbors in bcc Mo as the o
circles in Fig. 1. The seven points in each neighboring s
correspond to a range of seven different values about
experimental equilibrium volumeV0, namely V0 , (1
60.025)V0 , (160.05)V0, and (160.075)V0. We see that
there is a marked discontinuity between the distance de
dencies of the first and second shells for theddp and ddd
bond integrals, in particular. This phenomenon is the re
of the screening of the bond integrals by the local envir
09411
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ment. It was first captured by the empirical environme
dependent tight-binding scheme.45

In this paper we represent this environment dependenc
the screenedd-bond integralsb̃t

i j through the analytic ex-
pression derived from nonorthogonal TB,47 namely

b̃t
i j 5bt~Ri j !~12St

i j !, ~4!

where t5s, p, or d. The unscreenedd-bond integrals
bt(Ri j ) are pairwise functions that are assumed to tak
generalized Goodwin-Skinner-Pettifor~GSP! form,60 namely

bt~R!5bt~R0!S R0

R D na

3expH nbF S R0

Rc
D nc

2S R

Rc
D ncG J ,

~5!

whereR0 is the equilibrium first-nearest-neighbor distanc
na , nb , nc , and Rc are fitting parameters. The screenin
functionsSt

i j , which result from the screening of thei 2 j d
bond by thes-valence orbitals on the neighboring atomsk,
take the form

St
i j 5

~c1
i j !t2~m̄2!t

11Ot
2~Ri j !22~m̄2!t

, ~6!

whereOt(Ri j ) is the d-d overlap integral between orbital
centered on atomsi and j. c1 is the interference contribution
that results from the electrons hopping between thes, p, or
d valenced orbitals on atomi and j via the surrounding
lattice, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. The domina
contribution is the two-hopping path fromi→k→ j via an
unscreened bond integralbdss and overlap integralOsds . A
much smaller contribution results from three hops fromi
→k→ i→ j . Higher terms are negligible. The diagrams
Fig. 2 can be summed up to give
5-3
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~c1
i j !t5At (

kÞ i , j
@~11dt0!/4#

1

bt~Ri j !
$@bdss~Rik!Osds~Rk j!

1Odss~Rik!bsds~Rk j!#gt~u j ik !gt~2u i jk !

2@bdss~Rik!Osds~Rki!Ot~Ri j !gt
2~u j ik !

1Ot~Ri j !Odss~Rjk!bsds~Rk j!gt
2~u i jk !#%, ~7!

wheredt0 equals 1 fort5s but 0 for t5p or d. At equals
1 in our original paper47 and in this study~see Sec. III! it is
used as a fitting parameter. Thesd-bond integralbdss takes
the GSP form of Eq.~5!. We have assumed that the overl
integrals fall off with distance in the same way as the cor
sponding bond integrals, so that each overlap integral in
duces a single new fitting parameterO(R0)/b(R0). As might
be expected the interference contributions are dependen
the angular character of thed bond that is being screene
through the angular functions

gs~u!5~1/4!~113 cos 2u!,

gp~u!5~A3/2!sin 2u,

gd~u!5~A3/4!~12cos 2u!. ~8!

The screening functionSt
i j in Eq. ~6! is further weakly renor-

malized through the presence of the two-hop second-mom
contribution (m̄2)t5 1

2 @(m2
i )t1(m2

j )t#, where

~m2
i !t5Ot

2~Ri j !1At (
kÞ i , j

@~11dt0!/2#Odss
2 ~Rik!gt

2~u j ik !.

~9!

The bond order and the bond energies in Eq.~3! are ob-
tained from the OXON package.36 This real-space metho
requires the introduction of a fictitious temperature in ord
to dampen down the long-range Friedel oscillations in m
als, thereby guaranteeing the validity of the Hellman
Feynman theorem when evaluating forces;36 for more details
see also Ref. 37. We have found that sufficient accurac
provided by kBT50.3 eV if BOP theory retains contribu
tions up to the ninth moment in the local electronic dens
of states. The individual forces on all the atoms in our c
culations are converged to better than 0.01 eV/Å. The bo
order matrix is evaluated under the assumption of lo
charge neutrality which is an excellent approximation

FIG. 2. Schematic depiction of the dominant interactions in
interference (c1

i j )t arising from hopping via the bond integral~wavy
line! and overlap integral~straight line!.
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metallic systems. This is achieved by adjusting se
consistently the on-site atomic energy levels on all the
sites.

The environmentally dependent termUenv represents the
repulsion due to the valences andp electrons being squeeze
into the ion core regions under the influence of the la
covalentd-bonding forces. It can be described by a screen
Yukawa-type potential:57

Uenv5
1

2 (
i , j Þ i

B

Ri j
exp@2l i j ~Ri j 22Rcore!#, ~10!

whereRcore is the core radius andl i j 5(1/2)(l i1l j ). The
screening exponentl i j is dependent on the local density an
environment of atomsi and j. Here we model the environ
mental dependence through an embedded-atom-type ex
sion by writing

l i5l01F(
kÞ i

C exp~2nRik!G1/m

, ~11!

wherel0 ~the unscreened value of the exponent!, C, n, and
m are all adjustable parameters. These parameters are d
ent for different chemical species and determined by fitt
the experimental values of the Cauchy pressures.39,57

The final contribution to the binding energy,Upair , arises
nominally from the overlap repulsion and the electrosta
interaction between the atoms. It can be expressed as

Upair5
1

2 (
iÞ j

V~Ri j !, ~12!

whereV(Ri j ) is a pair potential. For this pair potential w
employ here the same functional form as that used in Ref
when constructing Finnis-Sinclair potentials, namely a s
of cubic splines:

V~Ri j !5(
k

Ak~Rk2Ri j !
3H~Rk2Ri j ! ~13!

with H(x) the Heaviside step function. The node pointsRk
andAk are used as fitting parameters. The functional form
the pair potential assures thatV(Ri j ), as well as its first and
second derivatives, are everywhere continuous and equ
zero at the cutoff distanceR1. The parameters in this poten
tial are obtained by fitting those elastic constants that rem
after fixing the Cauchy pressures, the cohesive energy,
equilibrium lattice parameters.

III. FITTING BOND-ORDER POTENTIAL FOR
MOLYBDENUM

The fitting of parameters entering the BOP was done
the same way as in Ref. 39. An important aspect of t
fitting scheme is that the three parts of the energy in Eq.~1!
are developed independently and sequentially. First,Ubond is
constructed based solely onab initio data with no empirical
input. NextUenv is contrived to reproduce the Cauchy pre
sureC122C44 and finally, the pair potential is fitted to repro

e

5-4
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TABLE I. Parameters for the screened bond integrals.

Rc (Å) bt(R0)(eV) Ot(R0) na nb nc

dds 1.873 21.6200 0.0442 0.179 0.179 4.42
ddp 0.590 0.8900 20.0352 0.0 1.0 1.0
ddd 0.500 20.1360 0.0253 0.0 1.0 1.0
sds 0.850 21.1547 0.1600 0.0 1.0 1.0
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duce the lattice parameter, remaining elastic moduli and
hesive energy.

Ubond is the essential and most complex part of the B
in which the underlying electronic structure comes into pl
Since d-d bonding governs the cohesion of bcc transiti
metals, onlyd electrons have been included explicitly in
Ubond. The validity of this approximation has been tested
several authors20,36 and the principal justification is that th
electronic densities of states in bcc transition metals ca
lated in this approximation show the same dominant featu
as those determined byab initio all-electron codes, in par
ticular the characteristic bimodal shape and pseudog
Within this orthogonal TBd-band model the bond part in
volves only thedds, ddp, andddd two-center bond inte-
grals with the angular dependence of the intersite Ham
tonian matrix elements taking the Slater and Koster40 form.
The distance dependence of the bond integrals needs t
represented by a continuous differentiable functional fo
and for this purpose we have employed the generalized
function given by Eq.~5!.

The first-principles TB-LMTO method, which utilizes
small basis of atom-centered, short-ranged orbitals, ena
us to establish a direct link with the semiempirical, para
etrized tight-binding methods.61 In order to determine the
dependence of the screened bond integrals,b̃t , on the sepa-
ration of atoms we evaluated them numerically for differe
volumes of the unit cell using thisab initio method ~see
circles in Fig. 1!. We see that the bond integrals display
marked discontinuity between first- and second-nea
neighbors and, as explained in Sec. II, this can be captu
by including their screening arising from the nonorthogon
ity of the orbitals. This requires the introduction of a sm
number of parameters that enter the screening function
fined by Eqs.~6!–~9!. Specifically, these are the bond int
gral bsds ~since the screening is assumed to be due to
s-valence electrons on the atoms neighboring to the bo!
and the overlap integralOsds together with thedd overlap
integralsOddt , wheret corresponds tos, p, andd, respec-
tively. The overlap integrals have the same scaling dep
dencies as the corresponding unscreened bond integra
that they are also represented by the generalized GSP f
tion defined by Eq.~5! with the same parametersna , nb , nc ,
and Rc as for the nonscreened bond integralsbt . An addi-
tional fitting parameterAt appears in both the interferenc
and second-moment contributions to the screening in E
~7! and ~9!.

The solid curves in Fig. 1 show the accuracy of the
achieved by our analytic expression for the screened b
integrals. This fit was attained by setting the parameters
09411
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given in Table I together withAs5Ap51 and Ad50.32.
The nearest-neighbor equilibrium spacing was taken asR0
52.7256 Å.

Magnitudes of bond and overlap integrals decrease
idly with increasing interatomic distance and in bcc stru
tures only first- and second-nearest neighbor contributi
are significant. Hence, both the bond and overlap integ
have been cut off between the second and third neighb
The fact that these integrals are short ranged also assure
the model is not too intensive computationally. In order
guarantee that the bond and overlap integrals decre
smoothly to zero, the GSP function is employed forR,R1
and is augmented with a polynomial of fifth order forR1
,R,Rcut ,

P~R!5C01~R2R1!@C11~R2R1!†C21~R2R1!@C31~R

2R1!†C41~R2R1!@C51~R2R1!#‡#‡#. ~14!

The distanceR1, at which this tail is attached to the GS
function, is chosen such that no unphysical ‘‘humps’’ occ
on theR dependence of the bond integrals. The coefficie
of the polynomial spline in Eq.~14! are computed automati
cally in theOXON code so that the function and its first an
second derivatives are continuous atR5R1 and zero atR
5Rcut . The best choice ofR1 andRcut was found to be the
same for all the bond and overlap integrals, specifica
3.3 Å and 4.3 Å, respectively.

Resulting analytical representations of the radial parts
bond integrals when screening is not included (bt) are
shown in Fig. 1 as dashed curves. It is seen from this fig
that while this representation could be acceptable fordds
integrals, it is not forddp andddd integrals that display a
marked discontinuity between first- and second-nea
neighbors. In contrast, the analytic screening function rep
duces very closely the bond integrals determined by the
LMTO. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 by solid curves th
represent the screened bond integrals (b̃t). Obviously, since
the environment of the first- and second-nearest neighbo
not the same, the values of the screening function for the
and second neighbors are also different. Consequently,
screened bond integrals are not continuous and displa
large discontinuity between the first- and second-nea
neighbors in the case ofddp andddd whereas the discon
tinuity of dds is only small. This behavior can be trace
directly to the angular dependence of the screening funct
The bcc lattice has nearest-neighbor bond anglesQ
5cos21(1/A3) so that the angular termg2s5(1/4)(1
13 cos 2u) @see Eq.~8!# for the dominant third-moment con
tribution vanishes identically. This implies a small value
5-5
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TABLE II. Parameters for the environmental repulsive term of BOP0 and BOP.

B Rcore l0 C n Rtail Rcut

~eV Å! ~Å! (Å21) (Å2m) (Å21) m ~Å! ~Å!

BOP 118.3 0.8 2.0 110.0 2.0 2.0 3.30 4.40
BOP0 13.0 1.0 2.0 110.0 1.5 2.0 3.30 4.40
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the screening function fordds bond integrals at the second
nearest neighbor. On the other hand,ddp andddd bonds are
heavily screened at the second-nearest neighbors and
their magnitude and slope are reduced by a factor of 3.

The bond energy is dependent on the total number od
electrons. Molybdenum comprises six valence electrons
are distributed between the nearly free-electronssp band and
the tight-bindingd band. The number ofd electrons is usu-
ally noninteger due to hybridization and we usedNd54.2
which is not too far from the value suggested by DFT-ba
calculations. However, it should be noted that the effect
sp-valent electrons is not ignored. Since nearly free electr
possess no angular character thesp-valence electrons ar
implicitly included both in the environment-dependent rep
sion ~reflecting their exclusion from the sizable ion core r
gions in transition metals! and in the pair potential~reflecting
the attractive contributions from thes-d hybridization!.

We have calculated the bond energy using the real-sp
order-N BOP method. In order to assure a reliable desc
tion of local bonding in defective regions and, in general,
less ordered environments, nine moments of the densit
states are used in our calculations. This guarantees tha
the important features of the density of states, in particu
the bimodal behavior and pseudogap, are correctly re
duced. As explained in Sec. II, a fictitious temperature
introduced during the calculations to dampen the Friedel
cillations; similarly as in Ref. 37 it was chosen such th
kBT50.3 eV.

The next step in the construction of BOP is fitting t
purely repulsive environmentally dependent termUenv given
by Eq. ~10!. As mentioned earlier, this term was original
introduced to remedy the problem of fitting negative Cauc

FIG. 3. Pair potential scaling for BOP and BOP0 in Mo.
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pressures exhibited by many intermetallic compound39

However, even for materials with a positive Cauchy pre
sure, an exact fitting cannot usually be achieved without
environment-dependent repulsive term.Epair cannot be used
to reproduce the Cauchy pressures since its contributio
related to the contributions of the other parts of the cohes
energy via the equilibrium conditions,37,62 and the bond part
alone does not lead automatically to the correct Cauchy p
sures. In the present case,Uenv was fitted to reproduceC12
2C44 which is the only Cauchy pressure in cubic structur
Since there are six adjustable parameters in the environm
tally dependent term and only one fitted quantity, these
rameters are far from unique. The dependence of the Cau
pressure on parametersC, n, m, andl0 is complicated and
highly nonlinear. Values of these parameters were cho
such that the embedding exponential function in Eq.~11!
decreases to zero between the second and third neighbo
the bcc lattice and the resulting value ofl was less than 10
The parameterRc corresponds approximately to the radius
the core electrons. By varying the remaining parameterB,
which controls the magnitude of the environmental contrib
tion, we were then able to fit exactly the Cauchy pressure
should be noted that in structures with more than one Cau
pressure~e.g., noncubic compounds!, fitting of the environ-
mentally dependent term requires simultaneous variation
several parameters and the procedure becomes m
involved.39

Similarly as in the case of the bond integrals, a smo
polynomial cutoff tail was introduced in the environmenta
dependent term, namely for the embedding exponential fu
tion in Eq. ~11!. For Rtail,R,Rcut , this function is aug-
mented by a polynomial of fifth order to ensure a smoo
decay to zero. The final values of all the parameters of
environmental term are listed in Table II.

The pair potential@Eqs. ~12! and ~13!# is the last part of
the cohesive energy to be fitted in the sequential proced
and ensures that the required ground-state structure i
equilibrium. It is principally repulsive but can also have a
attractive region, as alluded to above. The quantities use
fit the pair potential are fundamental properties of t
ground- state bcc structure, namely the cohesive energy
lattice parameter, and remaining elastic moduli; one ela

TABLE III. Fundamental properties of the ground-state b
structure: lattice parametera(Å), cohesive energy per atom~eV!
~from Ref. 63! and elastic moduli (1011 Pa) ~from Ref. 64!.

a Ucoh C11 C12 C44

3.1472 6.82 4.647 1.615 1.089
5-6
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TABLE IV. Parameters for the pair potentials for BOP0 and BOP.

BOP BOP0

i Ai (eV) Ri (Å) Ai (eV) Ri (Å)

1 4.60 20.078579421940 4.80 20.319118706005
2 3.70 1.388283563938 4.60 0.50710316230
3 3.10 5.235057880439 3.60 0.97999046951
4 3.00 25.990552025133 2.90 5.920419358904
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modulus has been fixed by the Cauchy pressure via the
vironmental term. These empirical quantities are listed
Table III.

The chosen functional form of the pair potential@Eq. ~13!#
leads to the linear dependence of its contributions to
above four quantities on coefficientsAk . This is very conve-
nient for the fitting since a set of linear equations then de
mines parametersAk . The usual procedure adopted wh
fitting Upair is to vary the node pointsRk until a smooth and
physically acceptable shape of the pair potential is attain
The values of the node pointsRk and coefficientsAk that
have been found using this procedure are summarize
Table IV and the resulting pair potential is displayed in F
3.

In order to assess the importance of the screening of
bond integrals, we have also constructed a bond-order po
tial without the screening. In the following we designate
BOP0 and the corresponding values of the parameters en
ing the generalized GSP function are summarized in Table
The corresponding values ofbt(R0) are dds0
521.721 eV, ddp050.792 eV, andddd0520.096 eV.
Both the environmental part of the repulsion and the p
potential are, of course, different in this case and the co
sponding parameters are summarized in Tables II and IV;
conforming pair potential is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. TESTING OF CONSTRUCTED POTENTIALS

In order to assess the reliability of constructed potent
we performed a variety of calculations the results of wh
can be compared either withab initio calculations or experi-
ments. Such testing is important for further studies of
tended defects since the potentials were fitted to only a m
mal number of empirical andab initio data for the ground-
state bcc structure and do not embody any impl
information about other nonequilibrium configurations. T
attributes that have been computed are the energies of s
alternate crystal structures, the variation of the energy w
structural transformations that correspond to three dist
deformation paths, formation energies of vacancies and
nally, the phonon-dispersion curves for the@100#, @110#,
and @111# directions.

TABLE V. Parameters for GSP scaling function of BOP0.

Rc (Å) R1 (Å) Rcut (Å) na nb nc

1.00 2.80 4.40 4.2 4.2 0.05
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The first requirement for the validity of the constructe
potentials is the stability of the ground-state bcc struct
relative to alternative crystal structures. This has been te
by calculating energies of the A15, fcc, hcp, and simple
bic ~sc! structures relaxed to their equilibrium densitie
These calculations were performed using both the scree
~BOP! and unscreened (BOP0) potentials. The calculated en
ergy differences between the alternative structures and
equilibrium bcc structure are summarized in Table VI whe
they can also be compared with calculations made by
DFT LMTO-ASA based method45 and an environment-
dependentspd tight-binding scheme usingk space that was
applied to studies of defects.45 These results show that no
only is the bcc structure most stable but that BOP reprodu
well most structural energy differences found by DFT and
superior to BOP0. However, the energy of the A15 structu
predicted by BOP deviates fromab initio results appreciably.
We believe that this is related to our neglect of the non
thogonality screening function in the repulsive potential.

Since the potentials are intended for atomistic model
of extended defects, they have to be applicable when
atomic environment is considerably different from that in t
ideal lattice. While this can never be fully tested, investig
ing the highly distorted structures encountered along cer
transformation paths can provide a meritorious assessme
the potentials. Three such paths, tetragonal, trigonal,
hexagonal65 have been investigated. The energy was cal
lated as a function of parameters characterizing these p
using both BOP and BOP0 and compared with the analogou
calculations made by theab initio FLAPW method.66,67

The most common transformation path is the tetrago
path, also known as the Bain path,68 between the bcc and fc
lattices. It is a deformation path along which the bod
centered tetragonal~bct! structure is stretched along th
@001# axis and the high-symmetry bcc and fcc structures

TABLE VI. Comparison of the energies~ev/atom! relative to
bcc of four structures calculated using BOP, BOP0, a DFT-based
method, and an environment-dependent tight-binding~EDTB!
method.

DFT BOP BOP0 EDTB

A15 81 457 228 173
fcc 460 478 427 520
hcp 490 494 446 550
sc 768 767 1193 723
5-7
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obtained as special cases. The bct structure can be pa
etrized in terms of thec/a ratio ~wherea is the lattice pa-
rameter in the@100# and@010# directions andc in the @001#
direction!, with c/a51 corresponding to the bcc structu
and c/a5A2 to the fcc structure. The volume per atom
constant for all structures along this path. Comparison of
calculations withab initio results is shown in Fig. 4.

The second transformation path we investigated is
trigonal path, which is also a deformation path between
bcc and fcc lattices but passing through the sc struct
Starting from the bcc lattice, the trigonal path concurs w
the homogeneous deformation corresponding to the ex
sion along the@111# axis while keeping the atomic volum
constant. In the coordinate system with thex, y, andz axes
parallel to@11̄0#, @112̄#, and@111# directions it is described
by the following Lagrangian strain tensor for large deform
tions:

«115«225~p22/321!/2,

«335~p4/321!/2,

«125«135«2350, ~15!

where p is a parameter characterizing the deformation
varies from 1 for bcc, through 2 for sc to 4 for fcc lattice
The magnitude of the vectors parallel to@11̄0# and @112̄#
directions is proportional top21/3 while the magnitude of the
vectors parallel to the@111# directions is proportional to
p2/3. The calculated dependence of the energy per atom
the parameter is shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that
extrema forp51, 2, and 4, corresponding to different cub
structures, are dictated by the symmetry. However, the p
ence of auxiliary minima in the vicinity ofp54 is specific to
the material studied.

The last investigated path is the hexagonal transforma
path. This connects the bcc and hcp lattices and it diff
qualitatively from the other two paths since it does not c
respond to a homogeneous straining. Instead, it is a com

FIG. 4. Energy per atom, relative to the energy of the bcc latt
as a function ofc/a for the tetragonal deformation path calculat
by BOP, BOP0, and FLAPW.
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nation of a homogeneous deformation that preserves
atomic volume, with shuffling of alternate close-pack
atomic planes in opposite directions. Starting with the b
lattice, the part corresponding to the homogeneous defor
tion is described in the coordinate system withx, y, and z

axes parallel to@11̄0#, @001#, and@110# directions, respec-
tively, by the Lagrangian strain tensor of finite deformation

«115$@11a1~12p!#221%/2,

«225$@11a1~12p!#221%/2,

«335~@b01b1p1b2p2#2221!/2, ~16!

where

a15
12221/6A1.5

A221
'20.2200,

a25
12221/6

A221
'0.2956,

b05a1a21a11a211,

b1522a1a22a12a2 ,

b25a1a2 . ~17!

For this transformation, the magnitudes of the vectors pa
lel to @ 1̄10# are proportional to 11a1(12p), vectors paral-
lel to @001# to 11a2(12p), and vectors parallel to@110#
are determined such that the volume is conserved. Howe
together with this straining, alternate (110) planes are d
placed for each value ofp in the directions6@110# by
a0 221/6(p21)/@2A3(A221)#. Thus, we interpolate lin-
early between the bcc and hcp structures in the directi

@ 1̄10# and @001# and the shuffling is linearly coupled to th
magnitude of straining in these directions.p51 corresponds

, FIG. 5. Energy per atom, relative to the energy of the bcc latt
as a function of the parameterp for the trigonal deformation path
calculated by BOP, BOP0, and FLAPW.
5-8
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BOND-ORDER POTENTIAL FOR MOLYBDENUM: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094115 ~2004!
to the bcc lattice andp5A2 to the hcp lattice. The results o
calculations for the hexagonal path are displayed in Fig.

In general, both BOP and BOP0 reproduce theab initio
data closely and are able to trace correctly even certain su
features that originate from the directional character of bo
ing. An example is the occurrence of two energy minima
the vicinity of the fcc structure along the trigonal path; f
the fcc structure the energy then reaches a local maxim
All these features of the trigonal deformation path are c
rectly reproduced by our potentials. We should emphas
here that in contrast to our model, the central-force potent
~e.g., Finnis-Sinclair many-body potentials! give only one
local minimum for the trigonal path, corresponding to the f
structure.52

Another test that probes the applicability of potentials in
locally disordered environment is study of a vacancy. T
crystal defect was modeled using periodic boundary con
tions in all directions with the repeat cell of the size 3a
33a33a, where a is the lattice parameter, containing

FIG. 6. Energy per atom, relative to the energy of the bcc latt
as a function of the parameterp for the hexagonal deformation pat
calculated by BOP, BOP0, and FLAPW.
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total of 53 atoms. The atomic configuration was fully relax
under the condition of constant volume. The vacancy form
tion energy is defined as

U f5Utot@N#2N Ucoh , ~18!

whereUtot is the total energy of the simulated system,N the
number of atoms in the simulation cell with the vacancy, a
Ucoh the cohesive energy per atom in the bulk. The vaca
formation energies calculated using both BOP and BOP0 are
3.5 eV and 2.3 eV, respectively. The formation energy o
tained using the BOP compares very well withab initio re-
sults and experimental data~from Refs. 69–72 and refer
ences therein! that lie in the range 2.9–3.2 eV. The formatio
energy predicted by BOP0 is rather low which again demon
strates the importance of screening.

The final thorough test of the potentials is a comparison
calculated phonon-dispersion curves with experimental d
The phonon spectra were computed for three high-symm
directions using the method of frozen phonons.73 The more
general evaluation of the phonon spectrum that requires
termination of the dynamical matrix is rather complicated
the BOP scheme since the computation of the second de
tives of the bond part is not a trivial task. In principle, it
possible to obtain the dynamical matrix numerically but su
calculations require large supercells so that the long-ra
couplings, present in transition metals, are correctly
counted for. In frozen phonon calculations all conceiva
couplings between the atoms are accounted for exactly
thus this calculation provides reliable phonon frequenc
even with small simulation blocks.

We performed the frozen phonon calculations for seve
displacements in the range60.02a, for which we assume
that the harmonic approximation holds. The phonon frequ
cies were then computed by fitting the energy versus
placement data by a polynomial of second order using
least-squares method. The results for both BOP and B0
are presented in Fig. 7 together with experimental data fr
inelastic neutron-scattering measurements74 for comparison.

,

BOP
FIG. 7. Phonon-dispersion curves for three high-symmetry directions. Dashed and full curves represent results calculated by0 and
BOP, respectively; symbols show experimental data~Ref. 74!.
5-9
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MROVEC, NGUYEN-MANH, PETTIFOR, AND VITEK PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 094115 ~2004!
Despite some minor quantitative discrepancies, the ag
ment is satisfactory for the@100# and @111# directions and
both potentials. However, the longitudinal-~L! mode and
transverse-~T2! mode~polarization along@001#) phonons at
the zone edge in the@110# direction, predicted by unscreene
BOP0, are much softer than experiments suggest. When
ing the nonorthogonal screened potential~BOP! the fre-
quency of the T2N-phonon mode increases more than thr
fold. Changes of the remaining two modes, while not
dramatic, also lead to dispersion curves that are closer to
experimental ones.

The problem of too softN-point phonons in Mo and W is
common in semiempirical TB schemes. It is therefore de
able to ascertain the underlying physical reason for the la
improvement when the screening of bond integrals has b
introduced. As mentioned earlier, in the case of BOP0 the
second-nearest-neighborddp and ddd bond integrals are
not represented with sufficient precision by simple scal
functions owing to the evident discontinuity between fir
and second-nearest neighbors. This is critical for the va
of the second-nearest neighbor force constants which
strongly influence the phonon spectra. Indeed, it was sh
by Foiles69 that it is the fourth moment of the density o
states, i.e., the moment which links the second-nearest ne
bors, that affects the behavior of phonons in the@110# direc-
tion most profoundly. Hence, when the screening concep
introduced and theddp and ddd bond integrals are repro
duced with much higher precision, the accuracy of the p
non spectra improves significantly.

In order to elucidate further the origin of this improv
ment, we have investigated various contributions to the fo
constants and their differences between the BOP0 and BOP
schemes. The frequency of each phonon mode can be wr
as a linear combination of certain force constants.75 The co-
efficients in these linear combinations of force constants
functions of the particular direction and branch under c
sideration. The frequency of the T2N-point phonon in the
bcc crystal, when interatomic interactions up to the fif
nearest neighbors are considered, is given as76

@110#T2: 4p2Mn258a118b2116a318a4116b4 ,
~19!

wherean andbn are interatomic force constants for differe
vibrational modes of thenth neighbor.

We have calculated numerically the first- and seco
nearest-neighbor force constantsa1 and b2 which give the
biggest contributions and thus are sufficient for explanat
of the differences in the phonon behavior. Values of th
force constants, calculated by both BOP0 and BOP, are pre-

TABLE VII. Values of force constants for the first-,a1, and
second-,b2, nearest neighbors, respectively, for Mo within bo
BOP0 and BOP~in N/m!.

BOP0 BOP

a1 13.9 19.8
b2 215.8 28.4
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sented in Table VII. Botha1 and b2 increase significantly
when screening is applied. For orthogonal unscreened BO0,
the sum of these two terms is negative. This means tha
the approximation of first- and second-nearest neighbors
phonon frequency is imaginary and the T2N-point phonon is
only stabilized by the terms corresponding to more dist
neighbors in Eq.~19!. When nonorthogonal screening is a
plied, a1.ub2u and, therefore, already the first- and secon
nearest-neighbor interactions yield not only real value of
phonon frequency but also its much larger magnitude.

However, it should be noted that these changes are
solely due to the screened bond integrals that directly af
the bond part of the energy but result from both the bond
repulsive parts of the potential. Nonetheless, since the re
sive part has been fitted only after the bond part contri
tions have been fixed, it is, indeed, the more accurate
scription of bond integrals that is the primary reason for
improved phonon behavior. This conclusion is further su
ported by the fact that modifications of the repulsive terms
the nonorthogonal unscreened BOP0 did not lead to any im-
provements in the phonon spectra.

V. STRUCTURE AND GLIDE OF SCREW DISLOCATIONS
IN MOLYBDENUM

It has already been mentioned in the Introduction t
distinguishing features of the plastic behavior of bcc met
are controlled by the structure and properties of the dislo
tion cores. As first suggested by Hirsch77 and now firmly
established by many experimental and theoretical studies~for
reviews see Refs. 4–8!, dislocations controlling the charac
teristic features of the plastic properties of bcc metals
1/2̂ 111& screw dislocations. The most general reason
crystallographic:̂ 111& is the direction of a threefold screw
axis in the bcc lattice and thus the structure of the disloca
parallel to this direction must possess such symmetry an
therefore, intrinsically nonplanar.78 This further suggests tha
screw dislocations will be more difficult to move than disl
cations of other orientations. However, crystallography alo
does not determine into which planes of the^111& zone and
in what manner the core is spread in space and, even m
importantly, how such core responds to external loading.
pability to observe the atomic structure of the core directly
very limited79 and a direct observation of the stress effects
not even feasible. Consequently, investigation of this p
nomenon is an excellent topic for atomistic simulation a
we present such study using the constructed BOP.

Notwithstanding, this is not the first study of this type;
large number of simulations of dislocations in bcc met
have been made using a broad variety of descriptions
atomic interactions~for reviews see Refs. 7 and 80!. In these
studies the core was always found to spread into three$110%
planes, specifically (10̄1), (01̄1), and (1̄10) for the
1/2@111# dislocation@see Fig. 9~b!#. Still, two types of the
core were uncovered that differ in invariance with respec
another symmetry operation of the bcc lattice, the@101̄#
diad. In one case the core is spread asymmetrically into th
three planes and is not invariant with respect to this symm
try operation while in the other case it is invariant, spre
5-10
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BOND-ORDER POTENTIAL FOR MOLYBDENUM: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094115 ~2004!
symmetrically. In the former case two configurations rela
by the@101̄# diad exist and thus this core is called degen
ate and the latter one nondegenerate. In the@111# projection,
which is usually used when depicting the core, the form
structure appears as threefold and the latter as sixfold. W
of the core structures is found depends on the descriptio
atomic interactions used in the calculations and thus mate
but both types have been found for nominally the same m
when using different descriptions of atomic interaction
Taking as example molybdenum, recent calculations26,27em-
ploying many-body central-force potentials of the Finn
Sinclair type,25 as well as calculations70,81 employing poten-
tials derived from generalized pseudopotential theory,31,32

showed the degenerate core. In contrast, the nondegen
structure was found in some earlier tight-bindin
calculations82,83 and the most recentab initio DFT-based
calculations.29,51,84The latter give us again an opportunity
compare BOP andab initio calculations and thus further as
sess the quality of BOP.

FIG. 8. @111# cross sections of theg surface for the plane in
molybdenum calculated using the Finnis-Sinclair-~FS! type central-
force many-body potentials~Ref. 25!, BOP0, BOP, and anab initio
DFT method.86 Displacement is normalized by the magnitude of t
1/2@111# vector.
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It is always profitable to investigate firstg surfaces for the
planes into which the dislocation may be spreading bef
any study of the dislocation core structure.2,3,80This theoret-
ical construct represents the energy of a ‘‘generalized’’ sta
ing fault, formed by displacing the two parts of the crys
relative to each other along a crystal plane, as a function
this displacement. When calculating theg surface, relaxation
perpendicular to the plane of the fault but not parallel to t
plane is carried out since the latter would eliminate the g
eralized stacking fault. Minima on such surface determ
possible metastable stacking faults that can participate in
location dissociation into partials which is the most impo
tant core effect. Indeed, this concept was originally int
duced when searching for possible stacking faults in
metals.85 Moreover, it was shown by Duesbery and Vitek26

that by analyzing theg surfaces for$110% planes it can be
predicted whether the core of the screw dislocation is deg
erate or nondegenerate. This is demonstrated below.

Using BOP theg surfaces were calculated for both$110%
and$112% planes. Their overall profiles are the same as th
found in many previous calculations~see, e.g., Ref. 80! and
they are not, therefore, presented here. In both cases ther
no local minima which would correspond to metastab
stacking faults on these planes and, indeed, no splitting
dislocations in bcc metals has ever been observed and
generally accepted that in these materials such faults do
exist.6 The@111# cross section of theg surface for the (1̄01)
plane is shown in Fig. 8. Besides the calculation employ
the BOP we also present calculation made using BOP0, the
central-force many-body potentials of the Finnis-Sincl
type,25 and results of a recentab initio DFT-based
calculation.86 An excellent agreement between theab initio
and BOP results is obvious while it is appreciably worse
BOP0 and poor for central-force many-body potentials.

As seen in Fig. 8, for displacements smaller than 0.1b,
where b is the magnitude of the 1/2@111# vector, all four
cross sections of theg surface are virtually identical. The
hown
ut

ing
e of these
s and their
lacement
FIG. 9. ~a! Core structure of the 1/2@111# screw dislocation determined using BOP for molybdenum. The atomic arrangement is s
in the projection perpendicular to the direction of the dislocation line (@111#) and circles represent atoms within one period, witho
distinguishing their positions in three successive (111) planes. The@111# ~screw! component of the relative displacement of the neighbor
atoms produced by the dislocation is depicted as an arrow between them. The length of the arrows is proportional to the magnitud
components. The arrows, which indicate out-of-plane displacements, are always drawn along the line connecting neighboring atom
length is normalized such that it is equal to the separation of these atoms in the projection when the magnitude of their relative disp
is equal tou1/6@111#u. ~b! @111# stereographic projection showing orientations of all$110% and$112% planes belonging to the@111# zone.
5-11
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reason is that this is the harmonic regime and both the B
and the central-force potential were fitted to the elas
moduli of molybdenum that are also well reproduced in
ab initio calculations. However, for larger displacements
g surfaces evaluatedab initio and using the BOP attain ap
preciably higher values. For these displacements both
separations of atoms on each side of the corresponding
eralized stacking fault and the bond angles are very diffe
from those in the ideal bcc lattice. When calculating theg
surface only relaxation perpendicular to the plane of the fa
is allowed. This relaxation may alter significantly the sep
rations of atoms. In particular, it will eliminate any config
ration in which the atoms would be at a distance apprecia
smaller than the spacing of the nearest neighbors when
repulsion would be very strong. However, this relaxation w
affect much less the bond angles. The dependence of
energy on these angles is included most precisely in the B
with a lower precision in BOP0, while only the separation o
atoms enters for the central-force potentials. Figure 8 cle
shows that the agreement withab initio calculations is the
better the more accurately the dependence of the energ
bond angles is described. Hence, it must be the angular
pendence of the interatomic interactions, best captured
BOP, that is responsible for high values of theg surface at
large displacements.

B. Core structure

The computer modeling of the core structure using B
was performed employing the same procedure as in ea
calculations with central forces.26,27 Periodic boundary con
ditions were imposed parallel to the dislocation line wh
perpendicular to the dislocation the block consisted of
active region in which all the atoms were fully relaxed a
an inactive region where the atoms are permanently
placed in accordance with the anisotropic elastic field of
dislocation.87 The active, fully relaxed region contained 72
atoms and the inactive region 860 atoms; in the latter
relaxation is allowed but the atoms interact with those in
active region. The result of this study is shown in Fig. 9~a!
using the usual differential displacement map, defined in
captions of this figure; Fig. 9~b! shows orientations of al
$110% and $112% planes belonging to the@111# zone. The
core is obviously nondegenerate, spread symmetrically
the three$110% planes. This is in contrast with the degenera
core found in calculations using central-force potentials
molybdenum3,26–28,80but in complete agreement with rece
ab initio calculations29 that employed flexible boundary con
ditions which couple self-consistently the long-range ela
strain field with the strain field near the core, eliminating a
possible influence of the block size on the calculated c
structure.51

Following Ref. 26, which of the two core structures
found can be rationalized with the help of theg surface for
$101% planes. The degenerate core comprises three faults
responding to the displacementb/3, whereb is the 1/2@111#
Burgers vector, on (10̄1), (11̄0), and (011̄) planes and the
nondegenerate core six faults with the displacementb/6 on
the same planes. Hence, the energy difference between
09411
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two cores can be approximately assessed as follows:
degenerate core will be favored if 3g(b/3),6g(b/6) and
vice versa for the nondegenerate core. Based on the re
shown in Fig. 8, 3g(b/3) equals 2133 mJ m22 for the Finnis-
Sinclair type potentials and 3579 mJ m22 for the BOP and
6g(b/6) equals 2508 mJ m22 and 3090 mJ m22, for these
two potentials, respectively. This implies that for molybd
num the degenerate core should be favored when using
Finnis-Sinclair-type potentials and the nondegenerate c
for the BOP. Indeed, this is what the computer modeling
the core structure shows. It is argued above that it is
angular dependence of the interatomic interactions, captu
in the BOP scheme, that is responsible for higher values
the g surface than for central forces and consequently,
nondegenerate core structure in molybdenum presumabl
sults from the angular character of bonding. Sinced elec-
trons dominate cohesion in transitions metals, the directio
character of bonding is generally important and thus the n
degenerate cores are likely to be more common than
degenerate ones in these metals.

C. Effect of externally applied stress

The ultimate goal of studies of dislocations is understa
ing their glide behavior under external loading. Detailed a
mistic studies of the effect of stress fields encountered in
situations are in progress and will be published elsewh
Here we only present a study of the effect of the pure sh
stress acting in the direction of the Burgers vector with va
ous orientations of the maximum resolved shear stress p
~MRSSP!. The goal is to investigate the dependence of
stress at which the dislocation starts to move on this ori
tation. A similar study, albeit limited to only three orienta
tions of the MRSSP, was recently made using anab initio
DFT-based method51 and this provides another opportuni
for comparison between BOP andab initio calculations.

The orientation of a MRSSP is defined by the anglex

which this plane makes with the (10̄1) plane. Owing to the
crystal symmetry it is sufficient to consider230°,x,

130°; for 230° the MRSSP is the (11̄̄2) plane and for
130° the (2̄11) plane but note that orientations correspon
ing to positive and negative anglesx are not equivalent. In
the following, we always give the shear stress acting in
@111# direction as the stress in the MRSSP, and its va
when the dislocation starts to move is identified with t
critical resolved shear stress~CRSS! for the dislocation glide
at 0 K. When applying the stress the elastic displacem
field corresponding to this stress was evaluated using an
tropic elasticity and superimposed on the dislocation d
placement field for the atoms in both the active and inact
regions. The relaxation then proceeded as in the nonstre
case. The calculation always started with the fully relax
core structure and the applied stress was built up increm
tally and full relaxation carried out at every step until th
dislocation started to move. This stress level was then id
tified with the CRSS.

Upon reaching the CRSS the dislocation moved along
(1̄01) plane for all anglesx. The calculated dependence
the CRSS onx is displayed in Fig. 10 where data fromab
5-12
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BOND-ORDER POTENTIAL FOR MOLYBDENUM: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094115 ~2004!
initio calculations51 for x50° andx5630° are also shown
The agreement between BOP andab initio calculations is
excellent for x50° but less satisfactory forx close to
630°. A possible reason for the lesser agreement for630°
is that in this case the shear stress is exactly the same in

different $101% planes, e.g., (1̄01) and (011̄), and thus the
glide plane is not uniquely defined. This may affect in
ill-defined way the values of the CRSS calculated
x5630°. For this reason our calculations were not ma
for these bordering angles but for anglesx differing by about
2° from 630°. However, most importantly, both BOP an
ab initio calculations exhibit the same asymmetry in the o
entation dependence of the CRSS, in particular higher CR
for x.0, i.e., antitwinning sense of shearing and low
CRSS forx,0, i.e., twinning sense of shearing.

As seen from Fig. 10, the CRSS does not obey
Schmid law according to which the dependence of the CR
on x should have the form 1/cosx, shown by the solid curve
in this figure. It is larger for positive than for negative angl
x, which is related to the so-called twinning-antitwinnin

asymmetry.6 For negativex the nearest$112% plane, (1̄1̄2),
is sheared in the twinning sense, i.e., such that a twin wo

be formed if such shears were made in successive (11̄̄2)

planes. For positivex the nearest$112% plane, (2̄11), is
sheared in the antitwinning sense. In the bcc lattice there
of course, no crystallographic reason why shearing in op
site directions along@111#, which is commensurate with
changing the sign of the anglex, should be equivalent. Th
reason is that$111% planes are not mirror planes in this la
tice. However, symmetry arguments cannot predict whe
the CRSS will be larger for positive than for negativex or
vice versa. Both the BOP andab initio calculations predict
the former, which is in good agreement with experimen
observations.4–8

FIG. 10. Dependence of the CRSS on the anglex in molybde-
num calculated using BOP~circles! and by anab initio method
based on the DFT~triangles! ~Ref. 51!.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have developed, tested, and employe
a study of the core structure and glide of screw dislocatio
the screened bond-order potentials for molybdenum. T
real-space description of interactions between the ato
which is based on the parametrized tight-binding approxim
tion to the electronic structure, is capable of treating mix
metallic and covalent bonding common in transition met
and their alloys. This is crucial for atomic-level modeling
extended defects in these materials since the angular ch
ter of bonding may govern both their structures and prop
ties. This angular dependence results from the directio
character ofd orbitals and enters the attractive bond ener
contribution in BOP. In contrast, the repulsive part of t
energy has a central-force nature and relates to the met
character of the bonding. The distinguishing feature of
constructed BOP is that both the bond energy and the re
sive contribution to the cohesive energy comprise envir
mental dependencies. The importance of these depende
has been demonstrated in both testing and application of
potentials and will be discussed further below.

In the present development the bond energy has b
evaluated within thed-band model, the justification of which
is discussed in Sec. III, and thus onlydds, ddp, andddd
bond integrals are needed. Following Slater and Koster,40 the
intersite Hamiltonian matrix elements can be separated
radial and spherical parts characterizing the angular varia
of the bond orbitals. The scaling of the radial part has be
represented analytically according to Eq.~5!. However, an
additional angular dependence arises owing to the envi
mental dependence of the bond integrals which is here
scribed as screening of thed-d bonds bys-valence electrons
associated with atoms neighboring a given bond. The ang
character of the orbitals forming the bond that is bei
screened plays a key role in the ensuing environmental
pendence of bond integrals. The corresponding angularly
pendent screening function, which has been derived ana
cally within a nonorthogonal TB representation using t
bond-order formalism,47 contains only five adjustable param
eters related principally to the appropriate overlap integr
Critically, in contrast to previous schemes,45 this screening
function contains explicit angular dependence reflecting
directional character of thes, p, andd bond integrals that
are being screened.

The most remarkable ability of the analytic screeni
function is its capacity to reproduce conspicuous discontin
ties between the first- and second-nearest neighbors in b
integrals found inab initio calculations~see Fig. 1!. These
arise because the environment of the first- and seco
nearest neighbors is not the same and the screening func
owing to its angular dependence, reflects this difference
rectly. This clearly demonstrates that the environme
dependent screening of the bond integrals enhances gr
our ability to mimic in the BOP scheme the bond integra
found in ab initio calculations and thus capture the enviro
mental effects in atomic-level calculations employing BO

Furthermore, another environmental dependence app
in the repulsive, central-force part of the binding energy.
5-13
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MROVEC, NGUYEN-MANH, PETTIFOR, AND VITEK PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 094115 ~2004!
explained in Sec. II, this part consists of pair and many-bo
contributions. The latter results from the repulsion of t
valences and p electrons as they are squeezed into the
core regions under the influence of the large covalent bo
ing forces56 and is environmentally dependent. This part
the repulsion is essential for correct reproduction of ela
moduli within the BOP scheme. Specifically, it allows f
exact fitting of the Cauchy pressure that is not affected by
pair contribution57,62 and would otherwise be determined b
the bond energy only.37 This is of paramount importance fo
materials with negative Cauchy pressures, such as irid
and many intermetallic compounds~e.g., TiAl and MoSi2).
However, as discussed in Sec. III, without the environm
tally dependent repulsion the Cauchy pressure could no
reproduced even in molybdenum although it is positive.

When testing the constructed potentials the effect
screening is most dramatic for the case ofG-N branch of the
phonon spectrum. In the case of BOP0 the L and T2 phonons
are appreciably softer than experiments suggest. This is m
pronounced close to theN point. Indeed, the analysis of th
force constants, presented in Sec. IV, shows that for the
N-point phonon the frequency would be imaginary if on
interactions of the first and second neighbors were taken
account and it is real only owing to interactions of mo
distant neighbors. However, in the case of BOP the sa
analysis shows that the frequency of T2N-point phonon is
real even when only first- and second-neighbor interacti
are considered. As seen in Fig. 7, for BOP the frequency
the T2 N-phonon is more than three times higher than
BOP0 and, in general, the phonon-dispersion curves for
G-N branch are much closer to the experimental ones.
environmental dependence of the bond integrals appea
solve the problem of too softN-point phonons in Mo. This is
very significant for atomistic modeling of extended crys
defects. Low, or in the worst case imaginary, phonon f
quencies may affect such simulations significantly and ph
cally incorrectly if similar displacements occur within the
defects. The lattice may deform too easily in the directions
soft phonons and this might induce unphysical relaxati
and even structural transformations. This danger is obviou
much smaller in the case of BOP than for BOP0.

Another important test is investigation of transformati
paths along which the structures that deviate very sign
cantly from the bcc lattice are encountered. Three such pa
tetragonal, trigonal, and hexagonal, were investigated by
culating the energies of the structures met along these p
using the constructed potentials and comparing the res
with those obtained in analogousab initio calculations. Both
BOP0 and BOP reproduce theab initio data well and thus
this analysis does not reveal any critical impact of the scre
ing of the bond integrals. Nevertheless, these calculation
highlight the importance of directional bonding in modelin
structures that differ considerably from the ideal bcc latti
The bond-order potentials are capable to capture subtle
tures, such as two energy minima in the vicinity of the f
structure along the trigonal path~see Fig. 5!, that apparently
result from the directional character of bonding as they
not reproduced when using central-force potentials.52

Clearly, an imperative requirement is that the construc
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potentials assure that the bcc structure is the most st
when compared with alternative crystal structures. This
been tested by calculating energies of several such struc
~A15, fcc, hcp, and simple cubic!. Indeed, both the BOP0 and
BOP favor the bcc structure by a large margin. Furthermo
BOP reproduces the structural energy differences found
ab initio calculations closely and is obviously preferred ov
BOP0.

The test of both validity and applicability of the con
structed potentials is the modeling of the core structure
glide of the 1/2̂111& screw dislocations, which is the dislo
cation controlling the characteristic features of the plas
deformation of bcc metals. The helpful precursor of the stu
of dislocation cores is calculation of theg surfaces for planes
into which the core may be spreading. In the bcc lattice th
are$110% and$112% planes. While the profiles of theg sur-
faces calculated using BOP, BOP0, and the central-force
Finnis-Sinclair-type potentials are not principally differen
only the g surface calculated using the BOP is in absolu
values very close to that calculatedab initio.86 As explained
in Sec. V, the reason is that in the BOP scheme the dep
dence of the energy on bond angles is covered most
cisely. This is, presumably, also the reason why the vaca
formation energy predicted by BOP0 is appreciably lower
than that found using BOP that is then in the range of
perimental values as well as formation energies calculatedab
initio.

The core structure of the 1/2^111& screw dislocation cal-
culated using BOP agrees excellently with that found in
recentab initio calculations.29 The core is nondegenerate an
is invariant with respect to the threefold screw symmetry
the @111# axis as well as with respect to the@101̄# diad. This
is in contrast with many previous studies that suggeste
degenerate structure not invariant with respect to the@101̄#
diad; two configurations related by this symmetry operat
then exist. As proposed in Ref. 26 and discussed in Sec
the type of the core structure and the magnitude of theg
surface are related. Specifically, if 3g(b/3).6g(b/6) for the
$101% g surface, the nondegenerate core is favored and
versa for the degenerate core. Hence, since the$110% g sur-
faces calculated by the BOP andab initio are virtually iden-
tical, it is not surprising that the same core structure has b
obtained in both calculations. In contrast, in the case of
Finnis-Sinclair-type potentials the above criterion predi
the degenerate configuration which has, indeed, b
found.26,27,80 For the g surface calculated using the BOP0
3g(b/3) equals 2780 mJ m22 and 6g(b/6) 2665 mJ m22 so
that they differ only by 4%. In this case the above criterion
too nebulous to differentiate between the two competing c
structures. The limited calculations using the BOP0 suggest
that in this case the core of the 1/2^111& screw dislocation is
degenerate but so narrowly spread into the (10̄1), (11̄0),
and (011̄) planes that it is hardly distinguishable from th
nondegenerate one.

Finally, the modeling of the glide of the screw dislocatio
under the effect of applied shear stresses parallel to the
gers vector again shows a very good agreement with av
able ab initio calculations, both in absolute values of th
5-14
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BOND-ORDER POTENTIAL FOR MOLYBDENUM: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094115 ~2004!
shear stress at which the glide commences~CRSS! and in the
form of the dependence of the CRSS on the orientation of
MRSSP. Specifically, the CRSS is higher for those orien
tions for which the nearest$112% plane is sheared in th
antitwinning sense than for orientations for which the nea
$112% plane is sheared in the twinning sense. This is
agreement with many experimental observations4–8 and it is
the primary reason for the breakdown of the Schmid la
This and other asymmetries of the dislocation motion that
a consequence of the atomic structure of screw disloca
core may play a very important role in the macroscopic pl
tic behavior of bcc transition metals, including properties
polycrystals.88 These aspects of yielding need to be incorp
rated into the corresponding constitutive equations so
the atomic-level understanding of dislocation behavior
transferred to nanoscale and ultimately to macroscopic le
This goal can only be achieved via reliable atomic-le
modeling of the motion of dislocations.

Considering both the extensive testing and very succ
ful application, we can conclude that the bond-order pot
tial for molybdenum that includes screening of the bond
tegrals, developed in this study, is eminently suitable
atomistic studies of crystal defects in transition metals. It
only guarantees the stability of the bcc structure for group
and VI transition metals and reproduces a number of e
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